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Abstract: TPR (T otal Physical Response) is a ne w representative learnin g method for ch ildren’s
education. Today’s approach to TPR is that signals from a user becomes input data in a humancomputer inte raction, but the accuracy of s ensing body si gnals(e.g. m otion a nd voice) isn’ t s o
perfect th at it seem s d ifficult to ap ply on an education system . T o overc ome these lim its, we
suggest a m ediating i nterface de vice which ca n de tect t he user’s m otion as correct numerical
values li ke ac celeration a nd angula r s peed. In th is stud y w e sug gest new r equirements fo r the
design of mediating device which focus on children’s behavior as hu man factors by ethnography
research and protocol analysis. We found that; children are unskilled in physical control when they
use objects a nd tend to lean on an object unconsciously with touch. Also, when they use objects,
their behaviors are re stricted. T herefore a mediating device s hould sat isfy t he f ollowing design
requirements: make up for unskilled handling, support familiar and natural physical activity.
Key words: Total Physical Response, Protocol analysis, Mediating interface, Design
requirements

1. Introduction
Children, esp ecially p reschool ch ildren, progress both emotionally an d cogn itively. Therefore people are
interested in learning methods that can raise th e quality of this growth. With an increasing supply of co mputers
and the expanding applicable field of IT technology, TPR is introduced for preschool children as a new learning
method which can be sufficient for these demands. There are many products related to TPR education or games.
Most of the products include a contents based device like Realplay by In2Games or Guitar Hero by Activision or
a user’s motion tracker like Eyetoy. But motion tracking and voice sensing are still in accurate in the actual user
environment. Because of thi s techno logical limitation, manufacturers te nd to of fer the mediation to make the
user interact with TPR con tents rather than apply just bodily sensations. In addition, children have a low ab ility
to self-control physically and emotionally, a lack of understanding some sentences and inaccurate pronunciation.
So human factors (physical, emotional and cognitive) also m ust be considered. The purpose of this study is t o
derive requirements generated by children’s characteristics in designing mediating interface device and its TPR
and eventually contribute to the generalization of TPR.
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2. Background
2.1 What is Mediating Interface?
With development of technology for several decades, image and voice sensing in laboratory and demonstration
place show high sensing accuracy. But there are still many problems to develop TPR service or contents by some
obstacles like shadow, light and noises both indoor and ou tdoor which are hard to predict in advance. To solve
effectively these technological limitations, the concept of mediating interface appeared.
Mediating interface is one of the interface technologies to overcome limitation of providing TPR service in real
environment by pr oblems of im age/voice s ensing a nd es pecially motion. It su pports re inforcement of hum anmachine in teraction cap ability th rough fu sing m ulti-sensor on m obile/wearable typ e of device. In direct
interaction with user’s motion between user and computer (machine), machine can’t accurately recognize user’s
motion. But user’s motion can be a nalyzed as numerical values like 3 a xis-acceleration, angular speed, vitality,
etc. So if user moves with mediating device, it sends correct data about user’s motion to main machine, core of
TPR contents. Then TPR contents can accept more accurate input values and can give right feedback to user.

2.2 TPR and Mediating Interface
TPR is a m ethod to aid learnin g second language. With this m ethod, students must respond ‘physically’ to th e
words of the t eacher. Foc used on physical responds, thes e days the word T PR is use d broadly in a ll learning
method with bodily sensation whether it is for learning second language or else.
There are three reason s why u sing m ediating d evice is su itable to TPR; sen sing cap ability, reality an d
compatible to various uses. In case of sensing capability, when a user makes any motion with mediating device,
which movement represents his/her gesture directly and can send more accurate motion to virtual reality. So it is
suitable to TPR wh ich should sense u ser’s correct reaction. From a viewpoint of the sense of the real, user c an
have the sense of the realism and immersed in virtual reality by high degree of sensing accuracy. Finally various
contents for ch ildren’s growth sh ould be offered. And because t he permissible r ange of sen sing is wider th an
existing products, mediating device can be applied to various contents.

2.3 Structure of Mediating Interface Device
As considering 3 components of mediating interface - machine, mediating device and user, we can show on the
interaction between human and machine as followed [Figure 1] to understand the roles of mediating interface.

Figure 1. the role of mediating interface device on human-machine interaction
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According to this figure, we can define the four considerable factors in embodying mediating interface, which
are con cept of con tents, form d esign of mediating device (m obility, wear -ability, etc), hu man facto r for
user(physical, psychological), and tech nology ad apted in mediating device and machine. A mong these f actors,
we started with searching human factors and finding the patterns and requirements by ethnography research and
protocol analysis in this study.

3. Empirical Study
3.1 Test Structuring
In this experiment, we visited kindergarten and conducted an experiment for 20 preschool children (age5 ~7) to
search requirements to mediating device design focused on human factors.
We divided t he ex periment i nto t wo parts an d c onducted during 2 days. Fi rst e xperiment i s et hnography
research to watch children’s daily behaviors and way to handle the objects. In second experiment, we observed
the characteristics of children’s behaviors when they use a device as similar to mediating interface. To do that,
we gave Wii remote controller to children and made them try to play Wii contents. During the experiments, one
observer recorded video and took pictures and other two observers watch children and simultaneously record the
features of their behaviors on the notes for ethnographical protocol analysis.

Figure 2. Experiment situation

3.2 Coding Scheme Structuring
After ethnography research, we additionally wrote children’s behavior watching recorded movies and pictures.
The additional data are add ed on existing data recorded during experiments, then used as m ain protocol data in
the analysis phase. And rec orded m ovie, picture and voice data are used as s ub-material. The fra me of ea rly
analysis is bottom up method. We collected behaviors among observed data having similar characteristics, made
some gr oups and named ea ch groups. R epeating t his st ep, t he co ding sc heme abo ut t est1(children’s daily
behavior) is developed as 3 levels, in condition of (A) conscious behavior/ unconscious behavior, (B) with small
object/ with big object/without object and (C) physical/ emotional/ cognitive cause.
In case of test 2 related to children’s behaviors with mediating device- Wii remote controller, coding scheme is
developed 2 l evels base d on given t asks, ( D) t asks f or a dapting t o T PR and Wii co ntroller/ t asks for pl aying
tennis and (E) 1 person/ 2person/ people nearby.
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Table 1. Coding scheme of preschool children’s daily behavior
Category level
Subclass
A

1. Conscious behavior

Conscious or intended action

2. Unconscious behavior

Unconscious or unintended action

With object

B

C

description

1. Small object

Action with small objet

2. Big object

Action with big objet

3. Without object

Action without object

1. Physical

Physical attributes of action

2. Emotional

Emotional attributes of action

3. Cognitive

Cognitive attributes of action

Figure 3. Example of data array and analysis using Microsoft office Excel program
After completing final coding scheme, we encoded each characteristics of children’s behavior according to code
levels. And to ensure trust of the encoding, we gave same data to 3 researchers, made them encode it and finally
decided each behavior’s code through a discussion.

4. Results of Experiment
4.1 Patterns of Preschool children’s daily behavior
To find characteristics of behavioral pattern in each level of coding scheme, we compounded two by two, like
A-B, A-C, and B-C. In result, preschool children’s behavioral patterns as follows. [Appendix 1]
(1) Children try to lean unconsciously on the object whether its size is small or big.


(A2, C 2) C hildren h ug o r t ouch a d oll. And s ometimes t hey fi nger t heir f oot or sc ratch t he floor
without object.



(A2, B1) They keep grasping a pencil and eraser even though they don’t need to use it.



(B3, C2) They tend to be in the small and recessed place or stand in a corner



(B2, C2) They would lean on the table when they just talk each other.
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(2) When they have some object, they are unconsciously subordinated to it and also their behaviors are
restrictive and unnatural.


(A2, B1) Although it is uncomfortable and hard to turn a page, they keep holding something in their
hand. It seems that they can’t perceive that it will be more comfortable if they put it down.

(3) Without object, an action radius is big and they don’t show restrictive behavior.


(A2, B3) When they are in motion, they run rather than walk.



(B3, C2) They feel comfortable in sitting on the floor rather than on the chair.

(4) They are not well to handle the object. So they use other part of the body.


(A1, B2) Children hold big object like chair with their leg or body.



(A1, B 1) T hey m ove an d h old a n object be tween l egs o r in t he m outh t o do s omething, w hen t hey
already grasp it in their hands.

4.2 Patterns of Preschool children’s behavior with Mediating device
In Test2, using Wii as an example of mediating device for TPR, children’s behaviors are encoded in 2 levels. One
is about type of task s and o ther one is abou t participants. In the result, the p atterns of ch ildren’s behavior with
mediating device as follow. [Appendix 2]
(1) Their behaviors are unnatural because of difficulty of controlling mediating device.


(D1, E1 ) Mi nute con trol is h ard to ch ildren, so th ey tried to hold a d evice in bo th hands and th eir
moving range is getting smaller.



(D1, E 1) When t hey co ncentrate on t heir right ha nd (which hold a d evice), t heir l eft ha nd i s al so
strained.

(2) The degree of understanding linkage between reality and virtual contents is low.


(D2, E1)When the character in screen moves without children’s gesture, children think it strange.



(D2, E1) Children concentrate just movement, not correct motion like forehand stroke and backhand
stroke. So they move at random irrespective of direction.



(D2, E2) In 2-person game, they can’t recognize who is who in the divided screen.

(3) They are affected by surrounding people during playing TPR. But when they deeply immersed in the contents,
communicating is hard to achieve.


(D2, E2) There is a danger that 2 children bump against each other when they play together.



(D2, E3) Although childre n nearby player talk to player, player can’t hear it because of absorption in
the contents.
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5. Conclusion
We focus this study on the importance of human factors and how we can apply them to developing mediating
devices that a re based on technological s olutions for TPR. We co nsidered pr eschool ch ildren’s behavioral
patterns as human factors wh ich h ave the clo sest relation to TPR. We we re a ble to approach user res earch
differently through protocol analysis by applying an ethnography method. We also recorded children’s thought
processes as well as their behaviors. It is useful to find the reason why they do a particular action. In this study,
the r emarkable b ehavioral characteristic is th at ch ildren used dependent behavior on each object ev en th ough
they were active and had a wide range of action. The patterns of preschool children’s behavior in perspective of
human factors offer the fundamental requirements for designing a mediating device.
First, a familiar type of device or con tents for adapting to the device is needed. Children do not have perfect
physical growth and are not well matched in the real world with virtual reality. As a result, we should make them
familiar with TPR by providing an accustomed shape device.
Second, it should be easy to interact with nearby or surrounding users. When using a mediating device, they
concentrate on virtual reality too much and run into one another or pose incorrectly. Therefore we should make
them recognize their surroundings and nearby users, which promotes sociality with interaction, even though they
are focusing on the contents.
Third, a child should be able to wear and use the mediating device by oneself. There is a significant possibility
of dropping the device because children are active in general, so it should be worn on part of the body. We also
need t o c onsider the wearable type for c hildren which they can ha ve by the mselves. This can be s olved by
applying familiar shapes of daily objects as the first requirement.
Finally, the aim of this study is primary research of analyzing the human factor for TPR. We want to regard it as
indicating one e xample ab out what human fact ors a nd how t hose are c onsidered f or designing a mediating
device as well as analyzing preschool children’s behavioral patterns. Through further research, we’ll try to draw
design requirements base d on t he t hree factors which c ompose t he m ediating i nterface-human, m achine, an d
mediating device. To do th is, we will apply studies abou t the type of TPR con tents, and its ch aracteristics and
usability/mobility/wear-ability of the mediating device to the results of this study. We expect that a more creative
and comparable device design can be offered when we consider these three components of mediating interface.
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Appendix
Appendix 1. Patterns of preschool children’s daily behavior
A
B
1
1

2

1
Low physical
development

2

1

Using other
part of the

Low physical

body

development

A
2

3

C
2

3

Hasty judgment

Desire to

and action

possess

High

High degree of

Leaning on object

degree of

freedom of

Chained to object

object

Chained to object

freedom of

action

and surroundings

The crowd

Leaning on

action

mind
Unnatural action
Low physical

1

development

by chained to
object
Absorbed in
object or situation

B

Leaning on
object

2
High degree of
freedom of
action

3

The crowd
mind
Not being
motionless

1
C

2
3
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Appendix 2. Characteristics of preschool children’s behavior with mediating device
E
(Participants)
1 person
x

2 persons

People nearby

It is hard to i nput the words, because they are not well
on delicate controlling of controller.

Adapting to
contents
(Making
character,
Registering
name)

x

They can’t wear a strap by themselves.

x

Concentrating on h andling th e con troller with right
hand, lef t hand is also str ained and unnatu ral. ( The
motion of both hands is restricted.)

x

They pay careful attention to make character.

x

Their pose is changed to incorrect little by little.

x

The s phere of act ion i s

x

D
(task
type)

x
Playing
Sports
content

x

x

They want

to

of bumping against

participate on

children who r epeat sam e

each othe

the g ame. So

task are familiar to that.

being injured.

they comm ent

They ha ve no idea

to th e actu al

performed with just gesture,

of di

player or move

they push the button.

front pe rson an d

as if they are

They m ove extrem ely and

person be hind in

players.

stagger out of balance.

the conte nts. So

They drop t

they confuse that

Although t

hat task is

x

he controller

hold tightly.
The p layer don ’t listen well
the ot

her pe

ople’s

comments, because he
concentrates on the screen.
x

There is i n dange r

gradually bi gger, beca use

because it is big and hard to
x

x

They think that it is stran ge,
when t hey don ’t m ove an d
their character moves.
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r

and

stinguishing

who is them.

